Assignment 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our course notes you have not submitted this assignment.

1. What is the favorite sport of Mr. Jha in "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye"? 2 point
   - First person
   - Second person
   - Third person, limited
   - Third person, omniscient
   Select your answer. Incorrect.

2. What are some aspects that the heroines of "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" could talk about with their male counterparts? 2 point
   - Business, stigmatising abortion systems
   - Books, politics, people, cultural dim
   - Family values, philandering men
   - Travel, train travel
   Select your answer. Incorrect.

3. As per your notes, which of these is correct? 2 point
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye"
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat)
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat), Chetan Bhagat
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat), Chetan Bhagat
   Select your answer. Incorrect.

4. What does putting "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat) on top of the list? 1 point
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat)
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat)
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat)
   - "Kuch Bhi Ho Jaaye" (Chetan Bhagat)
   Select your answer. Correct.

5. What is the main theme of the story? 2 point
   - Lachhi bonding the masses...compartment
   - Lachhi bonding the masses...comartment
   - Lachhi bonding the masses...comartment
   - Lachhi bonding the masses...comartment
   Select your answer. Correct.

6. What is Mick Jagger known for? 1 point
   - Mick Jagger known in the 1980s (by British soldiers)
   - Mick Jagger known in the 1980s (by British soldiers)
   - Mick Jagger known in the 1980s (by British soldiers)
   - Mick Jagger known in the 1980s (by British soldiers)
   Select your answer. Correct.

7. What is the word "braided girl" mean in the story? 1 point
   - Braided race
   - Braided romance
   - Urgently work
   - Crowd, connected work
   Select your answer. Incorrect.

8. Sir Walter Lea used Exeter to... 1 point
   - Synonym with the dual role England
   - Sir Walter used Exeter from here
   - He and his wife have Exeter
   - Sir Walter uses Exeter to
   Select your answer. Correct.

9. What is the main similarity in which the story to sell? 1 point
   - Scottish tone
   - London's city
   - Colonial India
   - Modern India
   Select your answer. Incorrect.

10. How was Lachhi dressed? 1 point
    - He was in a white shirt with red and beaded her
    - He was in a white shirt with red and beaded her
    - He was in a white shirt with red and beaded her
    - He was in a white shirt with red and beaded her
    Select your answer. Correct.

11. What is the main theme of the story? 1 point
    - Neniya, and what do you think of each other?
    - Neniya, and what do you think of each other?
    - Neniya, and what do you think of each other?
    - Neniya, and what do you think of each other?
    Select your answer. Correct.